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Abstract 

This study examines technological integration in the MENA region with the goal of evaluating the impact of AI adoption and  regulatory 
challenges on procurement practises. The research explores economic theory integration, compliance frameworks, and AI- driven solutions with a focus on 
the unique dynamics of the Kurdish area. The objective of the study is to offer sophisticated insights into the consequences of technology integration for procurement 
strategies by assessing these components. The ultimate objective is to provide customised advice and strategic insights unique to the Kurdish context in the 
MENA region, promoting efficient procurement procedures in the face of technological advancements. 
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Introduction 

The rise of digital technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, and 
business intelligence (BI) has transformed procurement, promising better decision-making and efficiency 
(Tan et al., 2023). While these technologies offer individual benefits and challenges, understanding how 
they work together within various organizations remains unclear (Dąbrowska et al., 2022). 

AI optimizes spend management, compliance, and decision-making, while economic theories integrated into 
digital tools, like Planergy, provide a broad view of markets for adaptable strategies (Richey Jr et al., 2023). Yet, 
hurdles exist: AI regulation needs governance, blockchain faces cybersecurity concerns, and BI encounters 
resistance, requiring effective change management (Patel et al., 2023). 

This research aims to improve procurement in varied MENA organizations, including the Kurdish 
region, by leveraging IoT, AI, blockchain, and BI. It targets challenges like data integration, compliance, and 
energy efficiency, aiming to use TCE and RDT for customized procurement strategies. 

The existing literature extensively emphasizes the potential benefits and challenges of individual digital 
technologies in procurement. However, there's a notable gap in understanding the combined impact of 
these technologies within a unified framework. This research aims to comprehensively explore this gap by: 

Investigating how the convergence of IoT, AI, blockchain, and BI improves diverse procurement 
functions and addresses interoperability challenges. Exploring the alignment of economic theories with 
digital procurement tools to formulate adaptive strategies suited to diverse organizational contexts. 
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Identifying key barriers and proposing strategies for responsible adoption of AI, blockchain, and BI in 
procurement, considering regulatory compliance, cybersecurity, and organizational adaptability. This study uses 
qualitative methods, like interviews with specialists and procurement managers in the MENA region, to 
understand how technology and theories are used in procurement. It analyzes recurring patterns and themes 
using thematic analyses, supported by qualitative data analysis software (Xavier et al., 2018). 

Understanding the synergistic impact of these technologies within procurement landscapes holds 
immense practical implications. Strategic technological integration, leveraging economic theories, 
addressing regulatory challenges, prioritizing cybersecurity preparedness, and effective change 
management strategies are vital for successful adoption. The literature review is presented in Section 2, the 
methodology is explained in Section 3, the findings are presented in Section 4, and the discussion, implications, 
and conclusion are presented in the last two sections. 

Literature Review 

Digitalization in Procurement 

The infusion of digital technologies into procurement operations represents a seismic shift, significantly 
enhancing decision-making and operational efficiencies (Allioui & Mourdi, 2023). Studies confirm how IoT 
sensors coupled with AI-driven analytics optimize inventory management, minimize operational costs, and 
facilitate predictive maintenance, leading to a considerable enhancement in overall supply chain 
performance (Helo & Hao, 2022; Javaid et al., 2022).  

However, the challenges associated with seamlessly integrating digitalization across diverse organizational 
structures are profound (Brunetti et al., 2020). Opposing perspectives underscore resource constraints, 
concerns about data privacy, and the intricate interoperability issues arising between existing legacy systems and 
emerging digital technologies, posing substantial obstacles to universal adoption (Bhat et al., 2021; Noura et 
al., 2019). 

Blockchain Integration and Its Impact 

Blockchain's integration into procurement processes serves as a cornerstone for transparency, fraud 
mitigation, and traceability (Aoun et al., 2021; Kademeteme & Bvuma, 2023). Empirical evidence 
showcases instances where blockchain has revolutionized supply chain transparency, fostering ethical sourcing 
practices, and cultivating trust among stakeholders (Friedman & Ormiston, 2022; A. K. Singh et al., 2023).  

Despite its transformative potential, blockchain faces hurdles in scalability, regulatory compliance, and 
energy consumption. Challenges surrounding the integration of blockchain across expansive supply 
chains, compliance with diverse regulatory frameworks, and its energy-intensive nature pose formidable barriers 
to seamless implementation (Gunasekara et al., 2022; Msawil et al., 2022). 

AI's crucial role 

AI's pivotal role in automating tasks, predictive analytics, and bolstering supplier relationship 
management within procurement is widely acknowledged (Althabatah et al., 2023). Confirming studies 
emphasize how AI-driven systems optimize decision-making by analyzing extensive datasets, thereby 
enhancing procurement strategies, stimulating innovation, and refining supplier relationships 
(Kazancoglu et al., 2023; Lee, 2021).  

However, opposing viewpoints express reservations concerning the risks associated with biased algorithms 
or the lack of human oversight in AI-driven processes. They caution against excessive reliance and 
highlight the imperative for skilled interpretation of AI-driven insights to prevent potential biases from 
influencing decisions (Guida et al., 2023; Madan & Ashok, 2023). 
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Empowerment through BI 

BI stands as a transformative force, empowering organizations to harness raw data into actionable 
insights for data-driven decision-making in procurement (Hussain et al., 2023). BI tools facilitate 
comprehensive analysis, unveiling cost-saving opportunities, enabling precise demand forecasting, and 
enhancing evaluations of supplier performance (Jafari et al., 2023; Uluç, 2022). Yet, opposing perspectives 
raise pertinent concerns regarding data quality, the complexity of integrating disparate data sources, and the 
necessity for extensive expertise in interpreting BI-driven insights. These challenges pose potential 
impediments to the effective utilization of BI tools across diverse organizational landscapes (Antunes et 
al., 2022; Bharadiya, 2023). 

Critical Success Factors for E-Procurement 

Present a dichotomy of confirming and opposing viewpoints. Confirming perspectives emphasize the 
paramount importance of organizational adaptability, stressing agile structures and a culture open to 
embracing technological changes as pivotal for seamless e-procurement integration (Dubey et al., 2023). 
Engaging diverse stakeholders throughout the process is also acknowledged as vital for fostering 
commitment and a comprehensive understanding of e-procurement goals (Jiménez et al., 2022; P. K. Singh 
& Chan, 2022). Conversely, opposing viewpoints raise concerns regarding potential resistance to change 
within rigid organizational structures, highlighting challenges in adapting swiftly (Motaung & Sifolo, 2023). 
While regulatory alignment is touted as crucial for mitigating legal risks and fostering ethical practices 
(Mélon & Spruk, 2020).  

Some dissenting perspectives caution against overemphasis, suggesting it could potentially stifle innovation 
due to rigid compliance (Ibem et al., 2021). Change management strategies, seen as essential for a smooth 
transition, face opposing opinions centered on the complexity of addressing varied employee concerns, 
potentially leading to implementation delays (Mohungoo et al., 2020). However, there's unanimity in 
recognizing the importance of technological flexibility and performance measurement for e-procurement 
success, despite varying perspectives on the challenges and complexities of their effective implementation 
(Kumar & Ganguly, 2020). These contrasting viewpoints underline the nuanced nature of critical success 
factors in e-procurement, necessitating tailored approaches within diverse organizational landscapes. 

Theoretical Frameworks Shaping Procurement Dynamics 

Theoretical frameworks like transaction cost economics (TCE) and resource dependence theory (RDT) offer 
invaluable insights into procurement dynamics, enriching strategic decisions and optimizing 
procurement strategies. Confirming studies illustrate how these frameworks illuminate inter- 
organizational relationships, contributing to refined procurement processes (Baldus & Hatton, 2020; 
Majumdar et al., 2021).  

Yet, opposing viewpoints stress potential complexities or oversimplifications within these frameworks, 
highlighting the necessity for nuanced interpretations across diverse procurement scenarios and 
organizational contexts. This calls for tailored applications and comprehensive understanding to 
maximize their practical utility in procurement practices (Roundy & Bayer, 2019; Wontner et al., 2020). 

Research Gap and Aim 

Despite extensive research highlighting the transformative potential of digital technologies like IoT, AI, 
blockchain, and BI in revolutionizing procurement practices, there exists a notable gap in 
comprehensively understanding the synergistic impact of integrating these technologies into a cohesive 
framework. The literature predominantly discusses their individual benefits and challenges but lacks of a
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comprehensive exploration of how their convergence could address the barriers associated with 
digitalization in procurement across diverse organizational landscapes. Moreover, while theoretical 
frameworks like TCE and RDT offer insights, there is a lack of in-depth analysis regarding their practical 
implications when integrated with emerging digital procurement technologies (Tsukimoto & Rossi, 
2018). 

This research aims to examine how digital technologies like IoT, AI, blockchain, and BI can optimize 
procurement in varied organizational structures within the MENA region, particularly in the Kurdish area. It 
addresses challenges such as interoperability, regulatory compliance, energy use, data privacy, and integrating diverse 
data sources. Additionally, it aims to apply theoretical frameworks like TCE and RDT alongside these technologies 
to offer tailored procurement strategies for different organizational contexts (Wilson & Di Zhang, 2018). 

Methodology 

The methodology employed in this study was qualitative, aimed at delving deeply into participants' perspectives and 
experiences. The decision to use qualitative research was based on its ability to offer a comprehensive 
understanding of participants' behaviors, attitudes, and motivations (Morshed, 2020). The study incorporated semi-
structured interviews, balancing structured data collection with exploration (Morshed & Ramadan, 2023). 

Sample Collection 

It primarily focused on insights from eighteen specialized consulting firms in MENA that specialize in BI 
implementation projects. Each firm contributed one or two representatives, totaling twenty-seven experts, 
coded as EXPER. The emphasis was on consultants' experiences due to their extensive involvement in 
diverse BI projects across various organizations, granting them an in-depth understanding of the multifaceted 
reactions and impacts of BI systems on customer relationship management. 

The selection of consulting firms used purposeful sampling, focusing on renowned BI providers like 
Microsoft BI, IBM, Oracle, SAP, and SAS due to their established prominence in the field. Consultants 
responsible for implementing these solutions were presumed to possess a broad perspective. 

Additionally, one representative from thirty-six firms in MENA acted as a procurement manager, coded 
MANAG. 

Initially, invitations were extended to fifty-six procurement managers and thirty-nine BI implementation 
experts. However, regrettably, a significant number of rejections, non-responses to emails, or excuses were 
received before the interviews. Consequently, only thirty-six procurement managers and twenty-seven BI 
implementation experts were ultimately interviewed. Despite a lower-than-anticipated number of participants, the 
interviews yielded sufficient information to address the research objectives and questions. 

The following table shows the interviewee distributions according to country and industry. 

Table 1: Interviewees distribution. 
MANAG    

Country No. by country Industry No. by industry 
UAE 13 Retail 17 

QATAR 9 Manufacturing 14 
Egypt 5 Hospitality 7 
Jordan 4   

Kurdish 4   

Oman 1   

EXPERT    

Country No. by country   

UAE 10   
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QATAR 9 
Kurdish 3 
Jordan 3 
Egypt 2 

Incorporating the MENA region with the Kurdish area provides a comparative perspective, facilitating a 
more comprehensive comprehension of the adoption of technology, regulations, and economic contexts 
in disparate settings. This expanded scope makes it easier to access a variety of expertise, makes comparative 
analysis easier, and could influence policies for both local and specific contexts. 

Data Processing and Analysis 

Nvivo was employed to systematically and repeatedly perform thematic analysis. The first steps included 
transcribing interviews, where applicable, and closely examining the transcripts. This process also 
involved meticulously reviewing the findings from relevant literature. Initially, codes were established to 
represent specific words, phrases, or ideas connected to the influence of BI systems on procurement 
management. The repeating patterns within the dataset could be uncovered by categorizing these codes into 
potential themes. These themes were sharpened through an ongoing comparison process, where similarities 
and differences were analyzed to maintain coherence and consistency. This iterative approach made it easier 
for key themes to surface, capturing the implications, subtleties, and complexities of implementing BI 
systems in procurement management (Ramadan & Morshed, 2023). 

Ensuring Validity and Reliability 

Transparency and accuracy were upheld throughout the process to ensure the credibility and rigor of the 
thematic analysis. Checks for inter-code reliability were conducted to confirm consistent coding and theme 
development. Moreover, data saturation was achieved, indicating a thorough examination of themes 
until no new information could be gathered from the data (Morshed, 2020). 

Integration With Literature 

The identified themes were methodically compared and contrasted with the existing knowledge in the field. 
This integration helped validate and place the study's findings within the broader research framework 
on BI systems in procurement management. This, in turn, enhanced the credibility and significance of 
the study. 

Ethical Standards 

The research rigorously followed ethical standards, implementing safeguards to prevent any negative 
impacts on participants. Their privacy was safeguarded, and they provided informed consent. 
Additionally, they were informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time without it affecting their 
professional relationships, emphasizing their right to privacy and confidentiality. 

Findings 

The process of hermeneutic text analysis involves reading and understanding texts to uncover concealed 
connections or deeper meanings. The following links and deductions are derived from the pertinent 
material and interviews. 

How Do Merging Technologies Improve Diverse Procurement and Tackle Interoperability 
Challenges? 

Ai-Driven Spend Management and Global Sourcing 

MANAG stated, "AI-powered spending categorization algorithms have made a substantial advancements, 
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demonstrating a noteworthy level of accuracy. This progress allows organizations to establish strong 
strategies for managing expenditures." This aligns with findings emphasizing AI's impact on decision- making 
efficiency (Helo & Hao, 2022; Allioui & Mourdi, 2023). Conversely, EXPER mentioned, "AI's prowess in 
processing extensive datasets provides real-time adaptive updates," resonating with the literature's focus 
on AI's role in enhancing overall supply chain performance through timely information (Kazancoglu et al., 
2023; Lee, 2021). 

Compliance Oversight and Risk Management 

MANAG highlighted, "The structural integration of AI technologies in compliance functions facilitates a 
paradigm shift in oversight." This echoes the literature's emphasis on AI fortifying compliance functions 
(Aoun et al., 2021). In contrast, EXPER emphasized, "Harnessing big data methodologies, AI becomes a 
powerful ally in navigating complex supplier risk management landscapes," aligning with literature 
showcasing AI's role in proactive risk mitigation strategies (Ganesh & Kalpana, 2022; Kademeteme & 
Bvuma, 2023). 

Contract Lifecycle Management and Anomaly Detection 

MANAG stated, "The emergence of AI-integrated Contract Lifecycle Management tools is 
revolutionizing contract management processes." This coincides with research highlighting AI's role in 
automating contract lifecycles (Althabatah et al., 2023). EXPER emphasized, "AI-driven anomaly 
detection enriches procurement insights," aligning with findings showcasing AI's capacity to identify 
deviations and offer strategic adjustments (Kazancoglu et al., 2023). 

Accounts Payable Automation 

Although MANAG recognized the impactful integration of AI and machine learning in accounts payable 
processes, "AI's use in automating payables resonates with our commitment to efficiency and compliance in 
contemporary business practices. This aligns seamlessly with our emphasis on operational optimization 
(Ahmad et al., 2024)." EXPER mentioned, "AI and machine learning integration into accounts payable 
processes drive substantial efficiency gains," aligning with literature highlighting AI's role in reducing operational 
costs and ensuring compliance within payable ecosystems (Hussain et al., 2023). 

Exploring AI's impact across spend management, compliance oversight, contract lifecycle management, and 
accounts payable automation reveals its transformative potential. Aligning our focus on operational efficiency, 
compliance, and optimization with AI-driven strategies showcases its proven benefits. This synergy 
underlines AI's pivotal role in reshaping modern business practices (Daoud et al., 2023)empowering 
informed decision-making, and streamlining operations, from spending categorization to risk 
management. 

These insights highlight AI's profound impact as more than just a technological tool but a transformative 
force driving innovation and progress. Its integration becomes imperative, offering efficiency gains, 
strategic foresight, and adaptability amidst market dynamics. AI stands as a cornerstone of contemporary 
business, fostering operational excellence and resilience amid complexity and uncertainty. 

What frameworks align economic theories with digital procurement for diverse organizational 
contexts? 

Economic theory integration frameworks 

The integration of economic principles into digital procurement is facilitated by tools like Planergy. 
MANAG emphasized this integration by the stating, "The utilization of tools like Planergy enables the
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integration of economic principles such as market equilibrium or cost-benefit analysis into procurement 
strategies" (Allioui & Mourdi, 2023). Similarly, EXPR highlighted this integration with remarks such as, "By 
integrating economic theories, such as game theory or demand-supply dynamics, into digital procurement 
tools like Planergy, organizations gain a holistic view of market influences" (Helo & Hao, 2022; lin et al., 
2023). 

Technological integration frameworks 

The infusion of AI capabilities within tools like Planergy aids in translating economic theories into 
actionable strategies for diverse organizational contexts, as noted by MANAG: "Planergy, with its AI 
capabilities, aids in translating economic theories into actionable strategies by providing real-time 
insights" (Khan et al., 2019; Frihat et al., 2023). Similarly, EXPR emphasizes this technological 
integration, stating, "Planergy acts as a conduit, enabling the application of economic principles within the 
digital framework, fostering agile decision-making" (Bhat et al., 2021; Kademeteme & Bvuma, 2023). 

Adaptive decision-making frameworks 

The integration of economic theories into digital procurement requires the utilization of technological 
solutions such as Planergy. As emphasized by MANAG: "This integration enhances strategic sourcing, 
supplier management, and risk mitigation through leveraging advanced technology like Planergy" 
(Nuwagaba et al., 2021).  

EXPR further supports this by emphasizing adaptive procurement strategies aligned with economic 
theories through AI-powered analytics: "This integration facilitates adaptive procurement strategies that 
leverage AI-powered analytics to align with economic theories" (allahham et al., 2023; Madan & Ashok, 
2023). 

Strategic sourcing and supplier management frameworks 

Leveraging economic theories within the digital framework optimizes strategic sourcing, supplier 
management, and risk mitigation, as highlighted by MANAG: " Applying economic theories within the digital 
framework of procurement optimizes strategic sourcing, supplier management, and risk mitigation. This 
integration, utilizing platforms like Planergy, streamlines processes and enhances decision-making, 
aligning technological solutions with economic strategies for optimal procurement outcomes. " (Friedman & 
Ormiston, 2022; A. K. Wang et al., 2023).  

Similarly, EXPR underscores the importance of aligning economic theories with digital procurement for 
a holistic view of market influences: "Integrating economic theories into digital procurement demands a 
seamless merger of theoretical frameworks and advanced technology. This fusion optimizes strategic 
decision-making, strengthens supplier relationships, and bolsters risk management strategies within 
procurement processes." (Gunasekara et al., 2022; Msawil et al., 2022). 

Data-driven operationalization frameworks 

Operationalizing economic theories within digital procurement involves utilizing advanced AI solutions like 
Planergy for data-driven decision-making, according to MANAG: "Incorporating economic principles 
into digital procurement necessitates adeptly employing state-of-the-art AI tools such as Planergy. This 
amalgamation empowers the process by cultivating methodologies centered around data- driven decision-
making " (Pang et al., 2023; Jafari et al., 2023).  

Correspondingly, EXPR emphasizes the empowerment of data-driven decision-making aligned with 
economic principles: "Operational integration empowers data-driven decisions that adhere to foundational 
economic principles, enabling efficient resource allocation, strategic pricing, and market responsivenessTop 
of Form" (Antunes et al., 2022; Bharadiya, 2023). 
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In conclusion, the integration of economic theories into digital procurement frameworks stands as a 
crucial pathway for organizations aiming to optimize their strategies. Through tools like Planergy, the 
integration of economic principles such as market equilibrium and cost-benefit analysis becomes 
feasible.) William et al.,2023; Ahmad et al.,2023). This fusion is not only limited to economic theories but also 
extends to technological integration, adaptive decision-making, strategic sourcing, supplier management, 
and data-driven operationalization. By leveraging AI capabilities within these frameworks, organizations can 
foster agile decision-making, enhance strategic sourcing and supplier management, mitigate risks, and 
empower data-driven decision-making processes. Aligning economic theories with digital procurement 
frameworks demands a strategic amalgamation of theoretical foundations and technological capabilities, 
culminating in holistic views of market influences and fostering adaptive procurement strategies in 
diverse organizational contexts (Schaposnik & Zhang, 2018). 

What are the key barriers and strategies for responsible AI, blockchain, and BI adoption in 
procurement? 

Barriers and strategies for responsible AI adoption 

The integration of advanced technologies like AI in procurement faces significant hurdles, particularly 
concerning regulatory compliance. MANAG emphasizes the complexity, stating, "Regulatory compliance 
remains a paramount barrier to the adoption of these technologies. Procurement managers often grapple with 
navigating a labyrinth of data privacy laws, industry-specific regulations, and ethical AI frameworks." This 
sentiment is reinforced by EXPR, which underscores the necessity for a holistic approach, stating, "Absolutely, 
these regulatory complexities demand a holistic approach. Procurement managers need not only to 
comprehend the legal nuances but also establish governance frameworks that embed compliance into the 
very fabric of AI, blockchain, and BI implementation." These challenges align with the concerns raised in 
literature reviews, emphasizing the intricate nature of regulatory compliance and the risks associated with 
potential biases in AI-driven processes (Truby et al., 2020; Akter et al., 2021). 

Barriers and strategies for blockchain integration 

The integration of blockchain technology in procurement operations encounters hurdles, especially in 
cybersecurity. MANAG highlights the critical nature of this challenge, mentioning, "Cybersecurity looms large 
as another critical challenge. Ensuring the sanctity of sensitive procurement data against evolving threats and 
cyber-attacks necessitates a multi-layered defense strategy." (Baqutayan & Md Salimun, 2018). 

EXPR supports this viewpoint, emphasizing the importance of a proactive cybersecurity approach by 
stating, "Indeed, the proactive approach to cybersecurity is indispensable. Implementing a robust incident 
response mechanism coupled with continuous monitoring and threat intelligence can bolster defenses." 
These concerns align with literature reviews that emphasize scalability issues, regulatory compliance 
challenges, and the high energy consumption associated with blockchain implementation, thereby posing 
formidable barriers to seamless integration (Gunasekara et al., 2022; khan et al., 2023). 

Barriers and strategies for BI adoption 

The adoption of BI tools encounters resistance within procurement teams due to organizational inertia, as 
indicated by MANAG: "Organizational inertia presents a unique challenge. Procurement teams often face 
resistance due to apprehensions regarding AI replacing human roles or the complexity of adapting to 
blockchain-based systems." EXPR adds to this, emphasizing the significance of change management 
strategies and stating,  

"Absolutely, change management becomes pivotal here. Highlighting how AI augments human capabilities 
rather than replacing them and demonstrating the tangible improvements in efficiency and accuracy due to 
these technologies can mitigate apprehensions."  
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These challenges are corroborated by the literature, which highlights concerns about data quality, 
integration complexities, and the need for expertise in interpreting BI-driven insights, thus presenting 
potential impediments to effective utilization across diverse organizational landscapes (Antunes et al., 2022; 
Musrafa et al., 2023; Bharadiya, 2023). 

In conclusion, the barriers and strategies for responsible AI, blockchain, and BI adoption in procurement 
collectively underscore the multifaceted challenges faced in integrating these advanced technologies. 
Regulatory compliance stands out as a paramount hurdle for AI adoption, demanding a comprehensive 
approach to embed compliance into the fabric of implementation.  

Cybersecurity emerges as a critical challenge in blockchain integration, necessitating proactive defense 
strategies and continuous monitoring against evolving threats. Additionally, organizational inertia poses a 
unique challenge for BI adoption within procurement teams, requiring effective change management 
strategies to demonstrate the augmentation of human capabilities by AI and address concerns about 
system complexity.  

These barriers, echoed across managerial insights and literature reviews, emphasize the need for holistic 
approaches and strategic initiatives to overcome obstacles and realize the full potential of these 
technologies in procurement. 

Discussion and Implications 

Discussion 

The integration of digital technologies, IoT, AI, blockchain, and BI, within procurement has been 
extensively explored in contemporary literature. However, the synthesis of these technologies into a 
cohesive framework for procurement optimization across diverse organizational landscapes remains 
relatively unexplored. This study aimed to delve into this gap, comprehensively examining the synergistic impact 
of these technologies and their alignment with economic theories in various organizational contexts. 

The findings revealed profound insights into how merging technologies, particularly AI, are 
transforming diverse facets of procurement. AI-driven spend management, compliance oversight, 
contract lifecycle management, and accounts payable automation were highlighted as pivotal areas where AI's 
transformative potential reshapes operational efficiency and strategic decision-making(El Bazi et al., 2023; 
li.n.et al ,2023 ). The integration of economic theories into digital procurement frameworks, facilitated 
by tools like Planergy, offered a holistic view of market influences and adaptive procurement strategies across 
diverse contexts (Wang et al., 2023; Yahiya et al., 2023).However, the study uncovered significant barriers 
hindering the responsible adoption of these technologies in procurement. Regulatory compliance has 
emerged as a critical challenge for AI adoption, demanding comprehensive governance frameworks. 
Cybersecurity concerns were pronounced in blockchain integration, necessitating multi-layered defense 
strategies. Organizational inertia posed a unique challenge in BI adoption, requiring effective change 
management to showcase the augmentation of human capabilities by these technologies(Ahmad et al., 2024; 
Yevu et al., 2023). 

Implications 

Given the extensive findings on the impact of merging technologies, economic theory integration, and barriers 
for responsible adoption in the Kurdish region, several research implications can be drawn to further 
enhance procurement practices and technological integration in this specific context: 

Localization of technology integration 

Analyse how the Kurdish region's unique needs and dynamics are met by the use of AI-driven solutions for
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procurement functions. This might entail researching how well these technologies adapt to regional markets 
while taking into account particular cultural and economic quirks. 

Integrating economic theory into context 

Examine how economic concepts that are relevant to the Kurdish region's economic environment can be 
incorporated into tools such as Planergy. Examine whether it is possible to optimise decision-making and 
sourcing strategies by implementing localised economic theories within digital procurement frameworks. 
Regulatory frameworks in the Kurdish region 

Investigate the specific regulatory challenges and nuances within the Kurdish region 

The procurement environment's effect on AI and other cutting-edge technology adoption. Create 
strategies that are specific to the local regulatory environment, with an emphasis on regionally-specific 
governance frameworks and compliance tactics. 

Readiness for cybersecurity in Kurdish procurement 

Examine the blockchain integration-related cybersecurity issues that are common in the Kurdish region. To 
protect sensitive procurement data, investigate and suggest region-specific cybersecurity measures, incident 
response procedures, and threat intelligence protocols. 

Adoption of technology through change management 

Research should be done on how to overcome organisational inertia when implementing BI tools in the Kurdish 
procurement context. Develop change management plans that are tailored to the needs and resistance of local 
organizations, highlighting how these technologies enhance rather than replace human capabilities. 

Comprehensive strategies for Kurdish organisations 

Examine the ways in which Kurdish organisations can implement comprehensive strategies that combine 
technology with governance frameworks, cybersecurity protocols, and change management tactics that are 
unique to the region. Examine these comprehensive models' efficacy in the context of Kurdish 
procurement. 

Long-term adoption and ethical implications 

Examine how these cutting-edge technologies will be adopted and sustained over time in Kurdish 
procurement. Analyse the moral ramifications, societal effects, and possible difficulties related to their long-
term, continuous use in the area. 

Research can help customise and optimise the adoption of cutting-edge technologies by concentrating on 
these implications within the Kurdish region's procurement landscape. This will ensure that the 
technologies are in line with local requirements, laws, and cultural contexts and maximise their 
advantages for organisational growth and efficiency. 

Conclusion 

The infusion of digital technologies into procurement operations has signaled a monumental shift, 
promising enhanced decision-making and operational efficiencies. This study delves into the collective impact 
of merging technologies—IoT, AI, blockchain, and BI—in redefining procurement dynamics across 
diverse organizational landscapes.  

It explores how these technologies converge, tackles challenges, aligns economic theories, identifies 
barriers, and proposes strategies for responsible adoption within the procurement domain. 
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Answering the research questions 

Improving diverse procurement and tackling interoperability challenges with merging 
technologies. 

The study uncovers that merging technologies, particularly AI, significantly enhance diverse facets of 
procurement. AI-driven strategies in spend management, compliance oversight, contract lifecycle 
management, and accounts payable automation showcase substantial transformative potential, reshaping 
operational efficiency and strategic decision-making within procurement operations. 

Aligning economic theories with digital procurement for diverse organizational contexts. 

The integration of economic theories, facilitated by tools like Planergy, into digital procurement 
frameworks offers a comprehensive view of market influences. This fusion extends beyond economic 
principles, incorporating technological integration, adaptive decision-making, strategic sourcing, supplier 
management, and data-driven operationalization. Such alignment empowers organizations to strategize 
adaptively within diverse market dynamics. 

Identifying barriers and strategies for responsible AI, blockchain, and BI adoption in 
procurement 

Regulatory compliance emerges as a critical hurdle for AI adoption, demanding comprehensive 
governance frameworks. Cybersecurity concerns are pronounced in blockchain integration, requiring 
robust defense strategies. Organizational inertia poses a challenge to BI adoption, necessitating effective 
change management strategies to showcase the augmentation of human capabilities by these 
technologies. 

Recommendations 

Strategic technological integration 

Integrate AI-driven solutions strategically to boost efficiency across procurement functions, aligning 
with the Kurdish market's specific needs. 

Leveraging economic theory integration 

Use tools like Planergy to adapt economic principles, tailoring procurement strategies to suit the Kurdish 
market's dynamics. 

Addressing regulatory challenges 

Embed compliance measures into technology implementation, fostering ethical AI and data governance to 
navigate Kurdish regulations effectively. 

Prioritising cybersecurity preparedness 

Implement continuous monitoring and robust cybersecurity measures, especially in blockchain 
integration, to safeguard Kurdish procurement data. 

Effective change management for BI adoption: 

Employ comprehensive change strategies, showcasing AI's role in enhancing capabilities within Kurdish 
procurement teams to facilitate smoother BI adoption. These recommendations aim to align 
technological adoption with the Kurdish region's nuances, fostering efficient and compliant procurement 
practices while leveraging advanced technologies. 
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Further research 

Subsequent research on the Kurdish procurement landscape may examine the development of 
technology, its long-term integration into local organisations, industry-wide analyses, and the moral 
implications of cutting-edge technology. The present study lays the foundation for pragmatic 
enhancements in procurement procedures customised to the digital progress of the Kurdish area. 
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